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Introduction: Meteorites may have played a significant role 

in the origin or evolution of life especially through the delivery 
of H, C, N, O, S, and P-bearing compounds and minerals early in 
Earth’s history. Mass flux estimates of meteoritic material are 
critical to our studies on the role of meteoritic phosphides on the 
synthesis of prebiotic chemicals [1]. Some classes of iron meteor-
ites have high concentration of phosphides. Their availability at 
the surface of the early earth may have been a critical factor in 
the origin of life [1]. It is commonly assumed that since chon-
drites comprise the numerical majority of meteorites then they 
must also be the majority of meteoritic mass. In such a view, 
large iron falls like Sikhote Alin are considered outliers. 

Calculations: We use the MetBase Meteorite Data Retrieval 
Software (2003) for frequency and mass data for falls and finds. 
We calculate power law relationships for: all meteorite falls, iron 
meteorite falls, all Antarctic finds, and Antarctic iron meteorite 
finds. For both collections of “all” meteorites we calculate the 
number of meteorites in 102.4-256, 256-640, 640-1600 (factors 
of 2.5) kg bins and so on, and then calculate log-log relationships 
for the mass and number of meteorites. For iron meteorite collec-
tions, we organize data into bins of factors of 10, due to the rarity 
of iron meteorites. For meteorite falls, masses below 1 kg are 
difficult to recover after fall and, as a result, there are few ob-
served falls that are smaller than this mass. Antarctic finds are 
not limited by this collection bias.  

The relationship between number (N) and mass (M, in kg) for 
all meteorites is: log N = 2.3 - 0.77 log M (R2 =0.98). For all 
falls, we have the relationship: log N = 2.8 - 0.74 log M                
(R2 =0.88). For Antarctic iron meteorites we obtain log N = 0.96 
- 0.39 log M (R2 =0.87) and for iron meteorite falls: log N = 1.4 - 
0.41 log M (R2 =0.90).  Both fall data sets include Sikhote Alin, 
which lies on the Antarctic mass vs. number relationship. 

Conclusions: The similarity between the slopes for Antarctic 
and Fall collections suggests that these sample the same material. 
The difference in intercept implies that Antarctic samples contain 
less massive material and that collection of falls is biased to-
wards larger material. Iron meteorites show significant bias for 
producing massive meteorites, as indicated by the larger slope of 
their mass distribution lines. As a result, iron meteorites make up 
approximately 50% of the mass of meteoritic material reaching 
the surface of the Earth. 

The modern flux of meteorites to the Earth is estimated at 
~159 per million square kilometers per year [2]. Using a flux of 
81000 meteorites per year over the entire surface area of the 
Earth coupled with the mass vs. number distribution established 
by Antarctic and Fall meteorites, we determine the average mass 
of a meteorite to be 5 kg. Approximately 4 × 105 kg of meteoritic 
material strikes the Earth per year, half as iron meteorites. This 
would result in ~1000 kg of reduced P impacting the Earth per 
year. During the late heavy bombardment, this amount may have 
been a factor of 105 larger [3]. Such a huge influx of reactive P 
may have enabled incorporation into early biosystems. 
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